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Russian has two words corresponding to English truth ar.d four words cor-
to English lie.'Nhile studies have detailed the semantic and pragmatic

es between these t\,vo terms, how these domains are metaphorized in every-
language - and exploited in literature -has yet to be examined. In the first half of
article, I present an analysis of everyday metaphorical expressions for Truth and

in contemporary Russian. Linguistic evidence suggests that these domains
understood via a small set of interrelated conceptual structures. Metaphorical

in Russian cluster around one basic metaphor (KNO\MNG IS SEEING)
three image-schematic structures (STRAIGHT, PATH, and CONTAINER).
netlvork of everyday metaphors serves as a point of reference for an examina-

of Tolstoy's aesthetic representations of the same domains. In the second part, I
ine Tolstoy's extensions and elaborations of metaphors for Truth and Falsehood
postconversion works, and I argue that they comprise a central metaphorical
, the full complexity of which has yet to be appreciated, in his novella "The

of Ivan Il'ich."

struggled in a black sack into which he was being thrust by some invisible
. and with each moment he felt that he was getting closer and closer to
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what terrified him, despite all his struggles. He felt that his agony was due to his

being thrust into that black hole and still more to his not being able to get right

into it. He was hindered from getting into it by his conviction that his life had

been a good one. That very justification of his life held him fast and prevented his

moving forward, and it caused him the most torment of all.
L. N. Tolstoy, "The Death of Ivan Il'ich," 1886

1. Tolstoy's Metaphorical Prose: From the Everyday to the Literary

Russian has two words corresponding to English truth(prauda andistina) and
four words corresponding to English lie (nepraada, lozh', uran'e, and obman).
The semantic and pragmatic differences between these two terms within
Russian, as well as in comparison with so-called translation equivalents in
other languages, have been studied (Arutiunova 1991; Mondry and Taylor
1992; Shopen 1992; Krongauz rgg3; and Arutiunova and Riabtseva 1995),
but how these domains are metaPhorized in everyday language and in lit-
erature has yet to be examined.

This study propose s a systematic analysis of everyday metaphorical ex-
pressions forTruth and Falsehood in contemporary Russian which is poten-
tially valid, in general terms, for other langrrages. The analysis is based
on the use of such expressions in Russian speech, journalistic prose) mem-
oirs, and a series of popular detective novels; sources were supplemented
by data collected from dictionaries (Lubensky 1995; Iarantsev rg8r) and in
interviews with native speakers.

Linguistic evidence from Russian (as well as English and other languages)
suggests that the abstract domains of Truth and Falsehood are coherently
and meaningfully organized via a remarkably small set of conceptual struc-
tures that have a potentially infinite number of elaborations and extensions.
As illustrated below, metaphorical expressions in Russian for these domains
cluster around one basic conceptual metaphor (KNOWING IS SEEING)
and three image-schematic structures (STRAIGHT, PATH, and CON-
TAINER), all ofwhich motivate a number of general metaphors which are
central to how Russian speakers structure their understanding of the two
domains. My first goal in this study will be to sketch the system of meta-
phors for Truth and Falsehood in Russian and to describe the network of
related meanings which is latent in the collectivity of everyday metaphori-
cal expressions.

The network of everyday metaphorical conceptualizations for the do-
mains Truth and Falsehood will serve as a point of reference for an exami-
nation of Leo Tolstoy's aesthetic representations of these domains. In his
postconversion polemical works, Tolstoy extends and elaborates everyday
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metaphors for Truth and Falsehood; and similar aestheticized representa-

tions, ured systematically and coherently, comprise a central metaphori-

cal motif in i'The Death of Ivan Il'ich," a story widely recognized as one

of the most powerful literary meditations on death and arguably Tolstoy's

mostartisticallydensework.Despiteitshauntingconceptualpower'the
truth/falsehooi metaphorical motif in this work has yet to be fu$appreci-

eted. critics of the story have identified isolated parts of the motif but have

not understood that these parts comprise a family of related metaphors and

that Tolstoy systematically exploits this relationship in the story's imagery'

While Tolsioy,s use of metaphor in "Ivan Il'ich" and elsewhere has been

previously discussed (in, for example, Curtis zooz; Jahn 1999: 19; Olney

igZr; urri Silbajoris r99o: chap' 5), metaphor in these works is variously
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."of fi.riorrul art" and attributing to it the Power of evoking an

,.d, and all the scholars in question seem to favor a rather broad defini-

of the t..-.' Curtis, for example, grounds his discussion in the Jakob-
ian model of metaphoric and metonl"rnic poles (Jakobson 1956)' while

rey (1972: ro3) defiines the term only obliquely, calling metaphor the

ion and experience.2 \A4eile these approaches to metaphor in Tolstoy

proved rraltuble, each in its own way, they are inadequate -precisely

se of their broad idea of metaphor-for discerning the figurative link-

es that will be discussed here.
To demonstrate the value of the truth/falsehood metaphorical motif

rhaninhowheuseslanguageinawaythatcallstomindhowmetaphorworks(see'however'
6c conclusion).

"Ivan Il'ich," I will make use of the conceptual theory of metaphor

rkoff and Johnson r98o, r99B; Lakoff 1993; Johnson r9B7' 1993; Lakoff

Turner i9B9; Gibbs r994J'which operates with a definition of the term

willallowustorecognizethespecificnatureofthismotif.IalJlawate
the conceptual approach to metaphor has been criticized both on the

,rrrrd thut *any of iis claims are not as innovative as they are presented to

and also because literary critics who make use of this cognitive approach

allegedly failed to give literature its full due (see, for example' Gross

and Adler and Gross zooz). The point of this article is not to dispute

criticisms. I will merely note that the conceptual approach' what-

Corradi Fiumara has argued that a broader view ofmetaphor is,often the best analytical

p-u"ft, u"a she cites Coioper (1986: 196) in suggesting that 'usually o":'Cl,t"'rather than

:;;pbl;g -.tuphir'i'.,"u gt'''Jtout way; lcorradi Fiumara 1995: 9)'

i.r'il'' Jin"i i.i' is equally broadl He (1999: ''sl ars"',' d-" ?::t:*Ti:;::i^'::::i
in Tolstov. where "a report of experi;;; cl; ott"t plune of e-xistence is taken to reflect'

;, ;.'&;;;;;.. "' "'am..', ilane'" silbajoris\ discussion coli::1i:i:::i::':;
H.;;.;#;;;i;il;y'"".. ofmltaphor, buthisperspective is also notdirectlvrelevant

bthe current anaiysis because i" i' tt" i"tttoted in.howTolsttl":::t"1t:::1i:ff:*:T
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ever its theoretical novelty and however it has been applied to date, has
considerable methodological merit in that it provides uott tt e tools and a
well-defined method for systematic analysis oimetaphoricar expressions in
a text' I also hope to demonstrate here that the framework.u'b. applied
to a prose text in a way which does not reduce-but rather enhances_
appreciation of the text,s,,literariness.,' 3

2. The Network of Metaphorical Expressions for
Truth/Falsehood in Everyday Russian

conceptual metaphor theorists maintain that metaphor is not primarilyp-ropositzonalbut conceptuar in nature and is therefore central both to how wethink (and speak) and to who we are:

Metaphor pervades our normal conceptual system. Because so many ofthe con-cepts that are important to us are either abstract or not clearry delineated in ourexperience . . . , we need to get a grasp on them by means ofoth.r.orrcepts thatwe understand in clearer terms. (La_koffandJolnson rggo: rz5)
via the power ofmetaphor, abstractions (concepts, rike truth and falsehood,
or mental processes, such asreasoning) prove to be gro,lnded in our (physi_
cal) experience of the worrd. Moreoveq in this fralewo.k, metapho.icar
propositions in literature are viewed as secondary extensions of buri. *.tu-
p-horical concepts which are present in everyday language arrd logrrrtro'
(Lakoff1993: zo3).

. conceptual metaphors function when an abstract dornain, which lacksin and of itself clearly delineated semantic structure, receives that strucrure
from a more concrete (often physicany embodied) domain. The absractdomafn receiving structure is caned the target domain;the concrete domain
providing structure is called the source domain. A conceptuar metaphor therefore
represents the mapping from source to target domain. Corr.r.t. phrases ina language which instantiate this mupping are termed metaphoricar expres-
sioru of -the underlying conceptual *.tuph-. The classic ."#rpt. of a con-ceptual metaphor, orig-rna]ly analyzed by George Lakoff and fu ark John_son (r98o: 44-45; see also Lakoff1993: 2o6ff.), is I-OVE IS AJOURNEY:
"Our relationship has hit a dead-endr" "We're at a crossroads,,, ,,Their mar_riage is on the rocks," "It seems rike we're jus t spinning our wheers.,, These com-mon metaphorical expressions point to ut, .rnd..lying conceptu arization of

3' In examinins Tolstov's use ofmetaphor in "Ivan Il'ich ,from this angre, I am arso implicitlytaking up Murk ru.nei's (rogr: r4g) proposal, within this conceptual theory. to invesr.rgate alonger Iiterary wo.k ur "i"rlt"d a"ni i.tr".-.a gl'obuilyiy u .orrt.olling conceptual connec-tion."
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p in terrns ofajourney: the lovers correspond to travelers,
ionship corresponds to the vehicle (the exact kind can be vari-
ified), and difficulties in the relationship correspond to obstacles
Everyday metaphors for Love can be creatively elaborated (for

, "We 're riding on afreeway of love in apink Cadillac," aline from a
song sung try Aretha Franklin) without loss of me anins because the

conceptual metaphor LOVE IS AJOURNEY mediates our under-
of both the everyday and the creative expressions. In this regard,

(t993: zo3) states: "The result is that metaphor . . . is absolutely cen-
ordinary natural language semantics, and that the study of fcreative]

is an extension of the study of everyday metaphor."
(ibid.: zr5) has also noted that, in a metaphorical mapping

source to target domain, it is the schematic structure of the source
that is preserved "in a way consistent with the inherent struc-

of the target domain." Schematic structure is often represented in
hematic form. An image-schema is "a recurring, dynamic pat-

of our perceptual interactions and motor programs that gives coher-
and structure to our experience," and it has been argued at length
such schemas are o'integral to meaning and rationality" (Johnson
: xiv). Tied to our bodily experience, they are among ',the foun-

of the conceptualizing capacity [and] form, in effect, a set of
tive ffoundational] meanings" (Mandler rgg2: 5gr). Image-schemas

are commonly used in the formation of conceptual metaphors
: PATH (JOURNEY), CONTAINER, SURFACE, BALANCE.

CENTER-PERIPHERY, PART-WHOLE, VERIICALTTY, and
OCESS (Johnson rgBT: rz6; see also Cienki r998a). Raymond Gibbs,
example, has conducted psycholinguistic experiments on our experien-
understanding of standing in an attempt to motivate, at a conceptual
, the polysemy of the word standinexpressions like "I can't stand hirn,',

candidates for Senate don't stand for anything," "I won't stand out
I wear this pink shirt?" and so forth (Gibbs et al. rg94). His research

that our sensorimotor, schematic understanding of standing
(informed particularly by the schemas BAI-ANCE, VERTICALITy, and
LINKAGE)does seem to influence how theword standis used in its different
meanings, even if image-schemas do not tell the whole story.n

It is important to note that image-schemas provide only a vague struc-
tural outline bf a definition, that is, they specify very little. For example, our
understanding of the CONTAINER schema is grounded in what we know,

4. See also Gibbs and O'Brien r99o, in which the metaphors MIND IS A CONTAINER and
IDEAS ARE ENTITIES are discussed with reference to how we cognitively process common
idioms like "to spill the beans" and "to let the cat out of the bae.,,
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generally, about containers of all types: all have an inside and an outside
as well as a barrier (sometimes opaque, sometimes transparent) between
the inside and the outside. schemas like CONTAINER can then be fleshed
out by speakers in the process of creating specific metaphorical expressions
which are consistent with the source domain's schematic structure. If, for
example, the body (head) is understood as a container for meaning (see
below), then the sharing of ideas "contained" in it can be conceptualized in
a multitude ofways, all ofwhich specify in some coherent way the schemat-
ics of the container image-schema ("He poured out everything he knew,"
"Can I pick your brain sometime?" "Don't let the cat out of the bag',).

The crux of my analysis here will be a presentation of the four basic
modes of conceptualizingTruth and Falsehood-the conceptual metaphor
KNO\ IING IS SEEING and the image-schemas STRAIGHT, pATH, and
coNTATNER-modes which I have derived from an anarysis of a rarge
number of everyday metaphorical expressions for these domains in Rus-
sian. These four modes are used systematically in both Russian and English
(for example, "He told an obvious lie," "Don't bend the truth,,,,,you,ve got
a long way to go to get to the truth of the matter,,, and ,,I had to pull the
truth out of him"). In Russian, as I will show, the various termsior truth
andfakehood are all grounded in one or more of the four conceptual modes.s
In presenting this analysis of everyday metaphors, I argue that it serves as
a necessary starting point for the literary analysis which follows. In ,,Ivan
I]'ic!," Tolstoy systematically grounds his metaphorical imagery in one of
the four conceptual modes underlying Russians' understanding of Truth
and Falsehood and, in doing so, powerfully reinforces the story's overarch-
ing concern with the themes of truth and deception.

2.1.The Conceptual Metaphor KNOWTNG tS SEETNG
There is a small number of metaphorical expressions sanctioned by the con-
ceptual metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING: Knowledge (and, by exten-
sion, knowledge of the truth or true essence of some entity), the abstract
target domain, is structured by the concrete source domain of vision.
This conceptual metaphor is itself a product of the more general meta-
phor MIND IS BODY (Sweetser r99o: chap. z) and is so commonplace
in everyday language that metaphorical expressions motivated by it may
not be immediately perceived as metaphorical. LakoffandJohnson (rgg8:
238ff.), for example, have noted that "we ta-ke an important part ofour rogic

5. There seem to be slight differences in the metaphorical conceptualizations ofthe indi-
vidual Russian terms, but these differences (see Danaher forthcoming) are not directly rele-
vant to the literary analvsis which follows.
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of knowledge from our logic of vision," and they list a series of concep-
tualmetaphors (THINKING IS PERCEMNG, COMMUNICATING IS
SHOWING, ATTEMPTING TO GAIN KNO\&LEDGE IS SEARCH-
ING, BEING IGNORANT IS BEING UNABLE TO SEE, etc.) that follow
from the basic experiential link between knowing and seeing.

In this conceptualization, truth is understood as a location or object that
can be seen and therefore known: thus, the Russian word ocheuidno (evident;
obvious), which is more semantically transparent than its English transla-
tions and literally means: that which is seen (aidno)by the eyes (ochi)'Yisi-
bility of a location (or an object in a location) can be due to light shining
upon it, which may be natural or created by the observer to facilitate per-
ception, or due to a perspective on the location/object which renders it
visible and which may necessitate movement on the part of the observer or
the object itself. Thus, in order to arrive at a knowledge of the true essence of
rmething, we can "throw" or "pour" light on it in Russian with the phrase
trosat'f proliuat'suet na chto-to, or the object itself might "swim up to the light"

' na suet) and reveal itself. Since visible, illuminated objects are, in

ryday experience, knowable, knowledge or truth is metonymically asso-
with light: suet istinlt (light of truth), prosaetit' cheloaeka (to enlighten

rally, to shine light through] a person). In the Russian proverb Prauda
koletlTntthstabs the eyes; i.e., the truth hurts], truth is understood to

blindingly bright, piercing as a ray of light. Moreover, as blazing light
conceptually linked to truth, so darkness is associated with igno-

or falsehood: bluzhdat' u potemkakh (to wander in darkness fignorance])
temn2 e f chernlt e dek (dark /black [illegal, dishonest] deeds).

While intense brightness can function as a sign of truth, superficial light

) may be associated with active deception or an attemPt to distract
observer with a dazzling but ultimately false light show: for example,
Russian phrase nauesti glianets na chto-to,just like its English equivalent
put a veneer on something" (cf. "to gloss over something"), can describe

used to trick observers into believing that the underlying product
high quality. Dazzle is not the onlyway to package falsehoods in order

pass them off as truth. Inhis Pritcha o praude i lzhi lParable of truth and
l, the Russian bard Vladimir Vysotsky sings of lozh' (falsehood)

ing pravda's (truth's) clothes and trying to "dress itself up" as the truth
Izhi odeian'e moelfalsehood is wearing my clothes]).u We can also have a

ia (colorful) or even razukrashennaia (very colorful) lie (from the
, meaning beautiful, red, paint), whereas a lie that cannot hide

hr an English example, note the title of Neil Sheehan's tgBB book on how the U.S. gov-
lied to the American public about the war in Vietnam: A Bright Shining Lie.
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its nature is, as in English, prozrachnaia(transparent) because we are able to
clearly see the features which make it a lie.

Nonvisible objects,or locations may be naturally obscure or actively
obscured to prevent knowledge of them. In the proverb chuzhaia dusha
potemki [Another's soul is unknowable], the soul is naturally inaccessible
because itisin potemki (darkness), while in the phrase Eto zatemnit sm2slfrary
lthis will obscure {darken} the meaning of the phrase], the obscuri"g orth.
meaning may be intentional or accidental. other ways to keep something
nonvisible are to impair the observer's vision or to distract the observer's
attention, and both can be metaphorically associated with deception: note,
for the former, the expression atirat' ochki homu-to [to rub something into
someone's glasses], which is associated with active deception th.ough pre-
sentation of something in a distorted light, and, for the latter, th. phrur"
dlia otuodia glaz ffor directing away the eyes], which describes a strategy for
distracting attention from something in order to mislead.

A possible implication following from the KNOWING IS SEEING
framework is that bareness or plainness of the object under observation
is indicative of its truth; any embellishment may be interpreted as a dis-
tortion of the object's true nature. In English we spea-k of the ,.plain,' or
even "unadorned" truth and of "bare facts," and in Russian we have nearly
identical expressions: nagaia istina(naked truth), got)efakt) (bare facts), and
entities which appear uo usei suoei nagote(in all their na-kedness). These every-
day extensions of rhe basic KNowING IS SEEING model for the domain
Truth illustrate that the model has its own metaphorical logic; the poten-
tial for metaphorical extension is dramatically increased wf,en the vision
lramework occurs in combination with the other modes of conceptualiza-
tion that we are about to examine . As I will soon demonstrate, Tolsioy often
relies on visual metaphors of this kind-as well as on their latent potential
metaphorical extension- in his later writings.

2.2. The STRAIGHT Schema
AIan cienki (tgg8u and r998b) discusses'srRArGHT" as an image-
schema and, based on evidence from Russian, English, and other lan_
guages, its extension in metaphorical usage to the domains of time, events,
discourse, thought (see also Emanatian 1996), control, social norms, morar-
ity,law, and truth. In this section, I will focus on two conceptual metaphors
for Truth and Falsehood motivated by the STRATGHT ,.h.-.r TRUTH
IS STRAIGHT and LIES ARE BENT.

In Russian, as in English, an honest person is saidto gouorit'prinmo(rp.*
straight, directly), the straightness of the metaphorical line of discourse
from speaker to addressee implying the true (not crooked, not evasive)

&
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nature of the speech in much the same way that "prain" or ,,bare,, truths
are more genuine than "adorned" ones. Similarly, the Russian phrase idti
priamoi dorogoi fto walk a straight road] is defined in one idiom iictionary
(Iarantsev rg8r) as "to live honesily lchestnol and actopenly, without trickery
or deception." The very root of the word pravda (p*n) derives from a
Proto-Indo-European root meaning "inclined forward,,' and one of the
meanings it developed through common slavic "involved connection to
the point in front via a straight path,'(Cienki rgg8a: r3o), and, as we shall
y9, the meaning of this root is aesthetically exploited by Tolstoy in ,,fvan
Il'ich." Via the location/object duality inherent in the event-stnrcture mera-
phor model,? the straightness of metaphorical movement to a location can
be alternately conceptualized as a property of the truth-object itself, and
so a person can not only spealr "straight" (prinmo) but also be straight (pria-
moi: straightforward, direct) oq in a more Russian manner, priainodushnlti
(straight-souled).

_]f truth is metaphorically straight, then lies are bent.8 Russian slang for*You're lF g!" is Nu, t1 zagnul,literally, ,.you bent, folded over, turned,,
(cienki rgg8a: r3o). The exact opposire of Russian pravda is, in fact, kriuda,
the root of which (kriu-) means"bent, crooked." crookedness in Russian, as
in English and other languages, is associated with falsenes s: kriuotolki (bent
talk; i.e., false rumors), kriuit' dushoz (to bend with the soul; to be hypocriti-
cal). The very origin of the word for rie in English and otrrer lurrg,r.g.r,
l.l"t"s Russian (lgat'lto liel), may derive from a change within"proto-
Indo-European from *leug- (to bend, turn, wind) to "kuch- (to tell a lie)
(Cienki r998b: 3o3).
^_Uke the conceptual metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING, the
STRAIGHT image-schema does not occur in isolation from other forms of
metaphorical conceptualization. consider, for example, the Russian idiom
goaorit' bez okololichnostei (to speak directly, without recourse to hints or dis_
tortions), which literally means "to speak without going aroun d (okolo) and

7. Laloff(rg93: zr8ff.) has shown that many metaphors come in location/object pairs, and
5 lefers 1o 

this general phenomenon as metaphorical "duatiry." A".;;;[;,[i, -orraDe metaphors lor the domain of Time, which can be conceptuarized in Engrish either as alocation in space ("we're coming up on christmas") or as a moving object (,the time is fastapproaching when . . .").
8. In English, truth can be straight, bent (and therefore less true: ..Doctors do slant the truth
;3Tr:i-:, 

to avoid making patients feel slishted"), or even, in an extended sense" c,wed:-tlls truth seemed to be curved and this casual artitude toward facts and figures made someuncomfortable, unsure whether to take it as evidence of a superior i.ufr,'Jor, * proot
gfsgvere personal shortcomings" (secrest rggz: 384). Here, the curved nature ofhis truth
Hl]:::^1.1..:,1'F_llmalicious lying but u" .1"gi"iu"d therefore .,ot .r,tir.iy ,ffi.uungo$rortron ot the tacts-
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around." This idiom represents a coherent blending of the STRAIGHT
schema (to spe ak truthfully me ans to speak directly), the metaphor KNOW-
ING IS SEEING (the interlocutors orient themselves-through visual
metaphor-to the object of communication, around which the speech
circles), and the PATH schema, to which we now rurn.

2.3.The PATH Schema
Mark Johnson (1987: 116) has noted that the PATH schema ,.is one of
the most conunon structures that emerges from our constant bodily func-
tioning"; this schema is "(a) pervasive in experience, (b) well-understood
because it is pervasive, (c) well-structured, [and] (d) simply structured.,,
common conceptual metaphors sanctioned by this schema incrude: AN
ARGUMENT IS AJOURNEY (LakoffandJohnson rg8o: Bgff.); LIFE
IS AJOURNEY (Lakoffand Turner rg8g; rff. and 6off.); COMMERCE
IS AJOURNEY (Johnson 1993: 3o5); and STORIES AREJOURNEYS
(ibid.: 165). we have already established that truth is metaphorically under-
stood as a location (the truth is "out there") and that knowing the truth
means being able to see where it is and ideally to head dirntllt toward it.
The pervasiveness of our experiential understanding of the PATH schema
allows us to flesh out this metaphorical quest for the truth and to conceptu-
alize falsehood and deception as phenomena which somehow hinder that
quest. Given the strong experiential grounding of pATH metaphors, it is
not surprising that they comprise, as I will show, one of the principal con-
ceptual modes informing Tolstoy's later writing, including "The Death of
Ivan Il'ich."

Russian metaphorical expressions that support the metaphorTRUTH IS
A LocATIoN (GoAr) include : iskat' prauduf istinu (to search for rhe truth),
dobrat\ia do praad2 (to get to the truth), otkryt' dostup k istine (to open up access
to the truth), na polputi k istine (halfway to the truth), p ribtizhenic k istine (near-
ing the truth).'gIf truth is located somewhere, then we can be crose to it or
far from it: otkazat'sia daleko ot istinnogo rezul'tata(to turn out to be far from a
true result). one person can be closer to the truth than another Aristotel' b2l
blizhe k istine, chem Bergson [Aristotle was closer than Bergson to the truth].

9. Michele Emanatian (1996) discusses aspects of this conceptualization, which she calls the
Propositional Distance Metaphor. It should also be noted that truthhere is understood ori-
1arily.as a location.in space and only secondarily as a goal. The interpretation of Truth-is-
Goal (the quest lor truth) is motivated by an understanding of trutl aJ..out there,, combined
with a general metaphorical conceptualization of any purposefur activity as a journey (for
example, "I've reached the end of a long project,, and,,We\re come a lorrg way already, Lut
still have a long way to go"). I will indicate t}le relationship between Location urrd Goai co.r-
ceptualizations of truth by placing the latter word in parentheses after the former: TRUTH
IS A LOCATION (GOAL).
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tttokirg the object/location dual (see note 7), we can understand truth as
touchable object in the truthloc ation: prikosnuushis' k,istine, oni ne u silakh
ue otkazat\ia fHaving touched {made contact wtth} the iruth, they arerwerless to deny it-|.
Since we journey to the truth along a,,true path,, (istinn4i put),falsehood
conceptualized as a deviation from the path. We cu'derriate from the

for any number of reasons or indeed for ro ..uror, simply,.to move
from the truth" (otkhodit'ot istinlt).We may take a ,,fulre ,t p" (drkt,

hn2i shag).We can meald-e1 around the goal without .rr.r r.u.hi.rg'it, asthe ohrase uokrug da okolo khodit',which literally means ,,to go arourid and
nd" and is a near equivalent of the English idiom "to beat around the
." We may also be forced offthe true path by another,s active decep-
otlyl;f_ loSo-n ot praudlt (to distance someone {:rom the truth), uuesti kogo_

o zabluzhdenie (to lead someone astray). The last two examples illustrate
distinction between truth telling and deception apparent in the lexicon
both languages, which is that deception necessariiy pr.rrpposes a force_
namic directed against another entity: we can force a lL- or, ,o*eorr.
n without the person's agreement (that is, by definition, what deception
' Thus, in Russian we "commit" deception (ouershit' obman)in mucih the

ffre way that we commit a :.ime (souershit' prestupknie), and a deceptive
ick-or ruse is uloaka (a trap) by which the deceiver captures u.rd .ont.ols

deceived.'o Note the force-dynamic present in this ."u-ple from Anna
mina(Tolstoy r9z8, rB:3og) in which Anna speaks of her husband_who

ihes to pretend they have a contented marriage despite Anna's affair with
>nsky-astoth entrapper and potential ugerrt of ',riol.rr.. through his
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)nce on living a lie: Ia razoruu etu ego pautinu rzhi, u kotoroi on meniaihochet'/ 
[I will tear apart that {his} spiderweb of lies in which he wants to

tangle me!].

The CONTATNER Schema

Johnson r9B7: zrff.). It is a conceptuar notion which we come to'r]nder-
rtand well as infants (Gibbs rg94: 415-16; Mandler rygz: 5g7),and, not sur_prisingly, it serves as the basis for how we conceptu arize alarge number
of quite common abstract domains, including thetpposition bJt*.*.,irr,,
and "out," ernotions (which are "contained" within arr. may;, and even sup-port (Mandler rg92: 5g7). As we shall see, CONTAINER'i-ag.ry plays a

ike a path- or journey, the notion of containment is "inherently meaning-
rl to people by virtue of their bodily experience " (Lakoff ry87: z7g; also

ro' compare the English word dzcehte, which comes from Latin de- t capere,with the secondelement meaning "to take, seize, ensnare, catch in a trap,, (cf. captiue).
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central role in "The Death of Ivan l'ich," especially in its interaction with
the ot}er modes underlying conceptualizations of -iruth and Falsehood.

Like all image-schemas, the CONTAINER schema specifies little: an
interior, an exterior, and a boundary between them. Metaphors produced
on the basis of this schema rherefore exhibit a wide ,urrg. oiporriile spe.i-
fications: focus can be placed on the type ofcontaineg its conients, its parts,
or on the relationship between the interior and exterior. All these possibili-
ties are realized in those conceptual metaphors and metapho.icai .*p..s-
sions for T.uth and Falsehood which are grounded in th; coN,rArNER
schema.

Aspects of the metaphors relevant here are, via the CONTATNER
schema, implicit in how speakers systematica\ conceptualize the process
of communication. Thus, what has come to be knowrras the coNoult
metaphor (Reddy rg93 [rgZg])definesdiscourse as the pro cess of traruferring
meanings between interlocutors; meanings themselves are contained insidz
words, sentences) ideas, or longer pieces of discourse (speeches, poems)
novels). since oral speech is a typical locus of discourse, meaning'can be
understood as contained within the body (or mouth).

Equation of discourse meaning with truth yields, via the CONTAINER
schema, the understanding that truth is contained within the knowledge
receptacle and-by extension-the depths of the receptacle contain the
most genuine forms of this or that truth. The conceptual metaphor TRUTH
IS INTERNAL (DEITIH)" rs conventionallyreali)edin Russian by expres_
sions like the following: derzhat'rot na zamkr (tokeep your rnouth locked fsothe truth cannot getout]) , zm|u grubine dushi(toknowthe freal] truth in the
depthsofyoursoul),glubokaiapraada(deeptruth), ayinnut'izkogo-toprardu(to
pull the truth out of someone). Many expressions sanctioneJuy riri, *.,u-
phor focus on the Russian dusha (sour) as a rocus for personal meaning and
truth. Russians who speak openly and honestly witheach other thus speak
"soul-to-soul" (pogooorit-'po dusham), or they ,,iay oat, (u2tozhit)and ..pour
out" (izlit) rheir souls.,2

If true essence is contained within the rneaning receptacle, then to know
it we need to be able to reach it either physica\ or,rir,rally. This metaphori-
cal conceptualization thus overlaps with vision and path metaphoo, fo,
ti:,L*:T3"d rurner (rgBg: r4B) consider this a subset of the metaphor IMPORTANT ISCENTRAL and LESS IMPORTANT IS PERIPHERAL. This metaihori"ur 

"orr".pt uri"u_tion of Truth has much in 1o111on with the conceptualizari." .i !..;;;.;;;r, i" *rri.r,the metaphors MIND Is A cor'{TATNER and tDnAS ARE ENTITIES domin# subjects,descriptions of their mental images (Gibbs and O'Brien rggo).
rz. For a discussion of Russian atsf 

19glo;ition to Engisi ,, ind, seeWierzbicka r9gz, andfor a treatment of theterm dushn and,a gtubiie dushi 1in the depths oforrers soul) in ln na Karentna,which is complementary to my discussion here, see Turner rg95.
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-AS-OBJECT and TRUTH-AS-LOCATION (GOAL). In Rus-
we can "look inside someone's soul" (zaglianut' a dushu) for the truth
t that person, we may "see through" someone or something (uidet'nask-

), or we may need to "turn something inside out" (u2uernut' naiznanku)
gain access to its essence. Gaining access can often be dfficult, which is

by the use of the "piercing" words in the phrases proniknut' u dushu
penetrate into someone's soul) and pronzitel'n1,i uzgliad (piercing glance).

Visual or physical access to the truth is made more difficult when the
ing receptacle is covered up or hidden, either naturally or through
tional deception.'3 Thus, in Russian: skrlttaia istina (hiddentruth), utait'

(to conceal the truth), zamaskirouat'f zauualirouat' praudu (to mask/veil
truth). The case of a covered-up true essence is distilled in the maxim

can be deceptive," variations on which appear in these Rus-
expressions: potemkinskaia dereunia fPotemkin village], naruzhnost' chasto

obmanchiaa fouter appearance is often deceptivef, ne krasna izba uglami
krasna pirogami fmeat pies, not corners, make the hut beautiful]. The body

ially the face), as a container of meaning, can be deceptively veiled
disguised to prevent access to its depths: nadet'masku (to put on a mask),

' na sebia uel (to assume a certain appearance). Lies themselves, as
which are not meant to be discovered (that is, uncovered), can be

ir\ packaged for delivery (zamaskiroaannaia lozlr'[a masked lie]), and
truth can "come out" when the integrity of the packaging is threat-
: I-ozhnoe alibi tresnulo po asem shoam lThe false alibi ripped along all

seams].
Since lies can cover up the truth and since knowing the truth presupposes
ing able to see it andf or reach it without obstruction, it logically follows

TRUTH IS OPENNESS. In Russian, for example, to "discover" some-
ing is literally to "open" it up (otkrlt'): Kolumb otkryl Ameriku [Columbus

America]. We can also "open" the truth (otkr2t'istinu) or "open"
soul to others (otkryt' dushu). A frank person is "openedup" (otkroaenn2i),
the Russian equivalent of the English idiom "H€'s an open book" is

'He has an unbuttoned soul" (U nego dusha ruraspashku).
Iflies are taken to be a subset ofthe larger category ofsins, then a connec-

tion can be made between the rnetaphor LIES ARE COVERING and the
ttpresentation of the soul in Eastern Orthodoxy. There, the soul is under-
*ood as a pure core ofthe self that is gradually obscured by the commission
of sin:

r3. N. D. Arutiunova (r99r: zB) distingu.ishes istina atd prarla along these verylines:"Prauda
drares with istina a premise of being concealed [but] arlzza is hidden from man by the nature
of things, and praudaby human will. Istina is natlrrally concealed fsokroaenna], while prauda is
intentionaliy covered up lukryaaemaf ."
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In the Eastern christian tradition, sin, original ancl otherwise, is understood as adark mark on the image-metaphors of rust, dust, dirt, and paint abound_and
the cleansing of the image is the act necessary fo, its ,ertorution. . . . The point
is that the image remains intact, covered by sin, but waiting to be uncovered.
(Gustafson r9B6: 176)

This representation of sin as impurity culturally grounds conceptual meta-
phors forTruth and Falsehood that specify the container as either clean and
clear or dirty and obscured. Thus in Russian an ,,unclean affair,, (necltistoe
dek) is an illegal or dishonest one, ancr "crean truth" (chistaia praada)i, b.tt.,
than any embellished version of it.

The productivity ofthe cONTAINER schema for grounding conceptual
metaphors for Truth and Falsehood is obviously prodigiorr.i firrufp.o-
ductive extension of this schema in both English a.rd Rissian is the meta-
phor TRUTH IS NOURISHMENT, in which the body is understood as
a container for ideas that are conceptualized as ingestibie substances; acrs
of eating and feeding, including any and ail detaiis associated with these
processes, are taken to model the "digestion" of abstract thoushts. In this
conceptualization, truth may be something we want, but it niay be diffi-
cult to digest ("to swallow a bitter pill"); lies can be fed to others if ,h"y u..
packaged to be tasty ("sweet tark"); and feeding someone insubstantially
is equivalent to feeding them an "empty" truth. Russian examples include
the following: ispit' chaslru istinl/praur$, (to drink the cup of tr;th), gor,kaia
prauda (bitter truth), medoul,ry rechi (honeyed words), ancl. kormit, zant)ashnimi
obesltclmniiami (to feed finadequately] with future promises).

2.5.5ummary
I have emphasized that these four basic modes of conceptualizing Truth and
Falsehood are not isolated from one another. Figure r utt.-p,. i.ep.ere'rt
the complex system ofmetaphors for these domains which must be in prace
to- account for the range of metaphorical expressions in everyday Russian:
The two major nodes on the diagra-.or..rpo.rd to the drul .o.r..pt uariza-
tions of Truth as an object or location (goal). Every source domain or, .very
node in the figure calls to mind a complex frame or model of its own, ancr
the target domains are potentially structured in terms of any salient feature
of that frame. only some of the possible elaboratio.r. u.. .ig.,rurry used in
everyday metaphorical expressions. Many of the expres.iorrl *. hurr" .or-
sidered exist somewhere between two or more .rod.s o' the figure: visual
orientation (KNOWING IS SEEING) is necessary for travelirig along the
path toward truth (the "straight and narrow"), and ihe metaprroJrms eRE
OBSTACLES represents an intersection of KNOWING IS SEEING (lies
block vision), TRUTH IS OBJECT (ries cover the object to prevent access).
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1 Network of everyday metaphors for truth and falsehood in Russian.

TRUTH]S
STRAIGHT

i_Tgll_LICATION (lies hinder our movement roward the location),LIES ARE F.RCE (obstacles exert a meraphorical counterforce).Figure r represents the_potentinl formeaning inh...", i" iil';i# ,eryday meraphors for Tiuth and Falsehood]A, *. will see u.i"*, irri,ial is systematically exploited by Tolstoy in his later *.itirrg.

Tolstoyan Metaphorical Representations of Truth and Falsehood
his postconversion writing, Torstoy systematically extends and erabo-es everyday metaphors for Truth and Farsehood. I will inustrate this firstsummarizing the system of metaphors for these concepts that he usesoughout several of his later polemical works, and then I win undertJe axe examination of how these same metaphors are used to aesthetic eflbct'The Death of Ivan l,ich.,,

3:h."* at Tolstoy's later polemicar works for representations of TruthFalsehood, I operate on Richard Gustafson,s 1r9SO: O_7; prirr.iff. rt u,primary rule in reading Tolstoy . . . is thai . . . lut* *o.i, _;tI hidden patterns and meanings of earlier ones.,, In this spirit, I havemed patterns ofmetaphors for Truth and Falsehood from the folrow-works: selected letters (rBBo onward), ,,V chem moia vera?,, [\A/hat Ieve] (rBB3), "Tsarstvo Bozhie rmutri vas" [The kingdom of God is withirr
] (tBgS), "Chro takoe iskusstvo?" fV\4rat is art?] GBgg), and,.put, zhizni,,way of life] (rgro).'a rolstoy's mature metaphorical representations

The volume of selected letters is'Tolstoy rgrz. "what I Believe,, is in volume z3 of therted Works (Tolstoy rgz8); ,,The Kingdom 
"f 

C.a ir-*iaf.in you,,, volume zB; ,,What Is
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of these domains provide evidence for one of the central points of a con-
ceptual theory of metaphor: aesthetic language is grounded in everyday
language, which, in turn, takes much of its structure from basic cognitive
experience. Tolstoy systematically uses everyday metaphorical conceptu-
alizations of rruth and Falsehood, grounded in the four areas of concep-
tual experience, as stepping-stones for his own creative representations.
Making sense o{, as well as appreciating, the creative character and con-
ceptual power of Tolstoy's representations requires implicit recognition of
the underlying structures.

A few representative illustrations will suffice to prove the point. Tolstoy
extends the metaphor KNoIMNG IS SEEING and one of its rnetony-
mies (glitter stands for deception) by equating deception with hypnosis.
The orthodox church, he argues, espouses a false doctrine by "acting on
the masses by means of hypnosis lgipnotizatsieil and deceptionfobmanomf,,
(Tolstoy rgz9, z8:67), and armies of people in the churcharrd the govern-
ment exist only to "deceive fohrnan2aatf and hypnotize lgipnotizirouat'l the
people " (ibid.: zo9). On a larger scale, Tolstoy (ibid.: 256-57) suggests that
deceived or self-deceiving people are like people under hlpnosis:

These people find themselves in the same state as hypno ttzed.lzagipnotiziroaann2e]
people who are ordered to imagine themselves iq certain conventional situations
and to act as if they were those creatures whom they are depicting.

Hypnosis is linked to both a superficial light image (hypnotists typically
dangle a shiny bauble in front oftheir subjects to lull them into atrance)
and force (note Tolstoy's use of the word armins to describe the officially
sanctioned hypnotists, that is, church and government functionaries). The
Tolstoyan extension DECEPTION IS H\?NosIS is a node which exists
potentialfu between two everyday metaphorical conceptualizations of Truth
and Falsehood.ls

Likewise, Tolstoy rnakes a conceptual jump in linking LIES ARE DE-
VIATIONS and TRIJTFI IS INTERNAL with the irnage of the soul
(dusha) or conscience (souest') as the "arrow ofa cornpass" (strelka kompasa)
that is activated when we have stumbled offcourse (Tolstoy tgzg, 4537).
The truth that preexists in its pure state in our souls thus directs us toward

Art?" volume 3o; and "The way of Life," volume 45. From "The way of Life," I have consid-
ered only those passages written byTolstoy himself and not his citatLns of others. Citations
are indicated by volume and page number. AII translations are mine.
r5. It is a node which could also be interpreted as having afinities with another Tolstoyan
extension, LIES ARE NARCOTIC, which I will not detail here: both hypnosis and drugs
can affect subjects in much the _same way through loss of self-control and iesponsibiliry dr
one's actions, a numbing to realify, etc.
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;:fr."':t1,i:T:;:y"*"uu"in..ro".,V.."Iil;.";;":,;:,T:H.

the true path, if only we are open to the inner voice of the soul. comparethe passage from Anna Karenina(Tolstoy r9J, z:xxii) in which seryozha,Anna's young son and a fine exampl. or'u "Jt.ur, rnnocent, st'l undeceived
;$;*:::T:f:,:^:j:1 *lj':- :r:'' i" '' i! i, a.pi. t.a ", tr*;ililou* "

islike of their affair points, compassrike, ,, t*;;i;;luz'a 
srnsnncnve

;T,:[Ti:H.ff:n:i:: ARE covElrNc arso suppries rorstoyr fertile ground foi etaboration and *,;;;.;;;*:ir, ;;ffiI
ffis^!jf:[-'lty soul"and links it ,ri,h;. metaphor KNowrNG

The human soul lives as though,it were in a glass vessel, and a person can eitherdtrq' fzagiaznzi'l this lrers.l o'. U"rp rt 
"tnui 

yirrnat, chist2m].The cleaner theglass of the vessel is, the better tt . tiglrt 
"i i*Jlrrr, istinll can f,ir* ifr."rgtit' ' . . Therefore, a person's main tasi i, u'ir*tore : to keep his vesser clean.

f :"tI t* don't dirty yoursetf ftol'ko n, ,*ri)|)o ntial, youwil be filled withEght ftebe budzt sualol. (Tolstoy rgz8 , Ui,Uri- 
""-'

also^continually refers, as the following examples demonstrate, to the
lflTt ::::|li1:;T *.:o,ty" b"id; ;;"unding truth rocations,g but not limited to the truth r...ptu.l. oio..r routs

ttAv of life," I have consid-
irins of others. Citations
iE.
tir rith another Tolstovan
r: borh hrpnosis and drues
mol and responsibility for

In order to know the trtthfi:tinu],one must break through f-pt b;tlbarriers andwalls of falsehoodlperegorodhi i iery lzhi]. f**a, rge8, 65:r47)
All truth fi:tinalalreadvlie.s within the souls of allpeople.Just don,t drown it outftol'k, ne zaglushai eelwith lies, u"d ,oor;;;;l."it, w'r reveal itserf rotkroetsialto you. (Ibid., 45:36g)

The body is equivalent to walls which enclose and restrict the spirit rdukh] andhinder its freedom. The spirit ceaselessly tries tomooe these wa's apart, and theentire life of a rationar man-consists in moving these wa,Is apart, in freeing thespirit from the captivity of the body. gUia-,]5r_g;
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The opposition between soul (as the receptacle of istina and the internal
vessel containing the deepest and therefore truest layers ofthe psyche) and
the body (as the worldly exterior of the receptacle, the locus of potential
deceptive buildup) leads Tolstoy to conclude: 'As close as the body is, it,s
still alien lchuzhoef , only the soul is our own lsuoiaf" (ibid.: 33). Our body
is not only alien to us but alienates us from others: 'All livine creatures
are separated from each other by their bodies" (ibid.: 47). This statement
acquires a broader philosophical significance (Tolstoy's intention) only ifwe
understand that the body represents, metaphorically speaking, a potential
locus of deception: the body is a lie which prevents people from knowing
the light in each other's souls. Living primarily for bodily gratification is
equivalent, in Tolstoy's metaphorical thought process, to living a false life.
A false life is a stagnant dead end: it imprisons us, thereby ending all pos-
sibility of movement toward the truth. Freedom and motion require break-
ing through the prison's "walls" and ridding ourselves of a metaphorical
impediment to the realization of the spiritual union of all human beings.

For Tolstoy, truth is simple, plain, natural, and preexistent in our souls.
It is simple and plain when it is pure and uncontaminated. we could easily
perceive it, as a child naturally does, were it not for a process of encultur-
ization that blurs our vision and disorients us. Tolstoy carries this notion of
the "simplicity lprostota) and clariry fiasnost'f" of truth to a logical extreme
in that falsehood comes to mean for him anything that is not simple: "False-
hood flozh'] is always complex, intricate, and verbose fmnogoslouna, riter-
ally, many-worded]" (ibid.: 4r9). This extension shows that language, cspe-
cially conventionalized language, becomes for Tolstoy a locus of falsehood.
words can be used for active deception, and even when the deception
is unintentional, they smear over and distort the truths they are meant
to convey. Having examined the relationship between thought and lan-
guage in Tolstoy's characters, Efim Etkind (rg84) argues that the Tolstoyan
psyche consists of a succession of layers, from the deepest and most non-
verbal to the most superficial and most strongly verbal (see also Khrap-
chenko 1968). while the deeper, nonverbal layers (that of instinct and
unconsidered psychological reaction, that of emotional response) "enjo1
a fundamental veracity" (Etkind rg94: n), the outer layers (of verbal dis-
course and analytic reasoning) are the most susceptible to deception.'6

It is the same concern for simple, unembellished truth which leads
Tolstoy to proclaim that christ's words should be taken at face value: "I

16' Aleksei Karenin is a perfect example of this principle in that he is a fully bureaucratizeci
man with little to no inner life whose distinguishing characteristic is "une verbalisation outrer
et grotesque" (Etkind r984: u). For further discussion of the deceptive potential of 1anguas..
in Tolstoy (especially in his later works), see Pomorska rg8z, Emerson i985, and Helle r99;
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not want to interpret ltllkloat'f Christ's teachings; Ijust want one thirrg:
forbid others from interprering them" (Totstoy rgz}, z3:go4). Christ's
rrds have a'odirect" meaning or priamoi sm2sl(ibid.: 329), and interpreters
Christ have as their goal to "distort lizuratitfand hide lskrjtt'lthe mean-

of his teaching" (ibid.: gS7). In this metaphorical framework, church
trines become "growths" on Christ's teaching (ibid.: 4rr), and the church
reby attempts to outfit Christ's basic meaning "in its own clothes" (ibid.:
). These dressed up doctrines "screen off fzasloniaul] people from God"

id., zB:55), and the only way to return to the truth is to ,,cast aside
inut'f" all these artificial interpretations (ibid., z3:336). \4/hen this is

plished, everlthing becomes clear:

I understood that christ says exactly what he says lgoaorit to samoe, chto gouorit].
At that moment it wasn't that something new had appeared, but that everything
obscuring lzatemnialo, Iiterally, darkening] the truth had fallen away lotparo].
(Ibid.:3ro)

Tolstoy (rgrz: no. 2oo), this is equivalent to "cleansing lochishchat'l the
p foundations [of religious thought] from those incrustations lnarostll
h hide and conceal them." A summary of the patterns of Tolstoy's rep-
tations is given in Figure z.

As Figure 2 shows, Tolstoy does not mechanically reproduce everyday
:taphors for Truth and Falsehood even in his polemical works but cre-

ly elaborates them, logically extends them, and on occasion com-
them (Lakoffand Turner rg8g: 54) into powerful images which rep-
a coherent blending of several metaphorical perspectives. In one

of fiction in particular, the system of everyday metaphors for Truth
Falsehood is aesthetically exploited to such an exrent that we could
ider the metaphor netlvork one of the guiding principles of the work.

an analysis of this work I now turn.

.TheTruth/Falsehood MetaphoricalMotif in "The Death of tvan tl,ich,'
the surface, "The Death of Ivan Il'ich" is a simple story: a conventional
ily man and a successful judge who is a member in good standing in

;h social circles develops a mysterious illness that causes him agonizing
in before eventually killing him. The story's deep subtext depicts arrrar'

has no spiritual life, who is alienated from his family and colleagues,
who is.eventually compelled byhis sickness and the pain accompanying

to seek and find true meaning. This subtext is characterizedby a number
motifs which detail Ivan's dramatic journey from a convention-governed
th-inlife to spiritual rebirth (Jahn 1993).

"The Death of Ivan Il'ich" is arguably Tolstoy's most tightly structured
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de-eply metaphoricar work and has been read as a precursor of Russian
Pj::: ff:::11-^':3':::t '*"y: to upp',.iul,"'iti,,s i,, tl,;,;-vein, GaryJahn (r9gg: r9)notes: ,,It is a c,rrio,r, i.orrf-t-tiut d;:;;to some extent, prefigure, in their use of ry.rnbol and metapho, ,ori..aesthetic devices of those lrj., yrl*r.,, 

'A_y 
Mandelker frnr3,-ZOjthat Tolstoy could be considered a "post-reaiist,,from Anna Kareninard ("Ivan Il'ich" was Tolstoy's first major work of ficti on after Anna

,rj]:ill"h. 
claims that *Toistoy shouli be considered a peri_modernprose experimenrs poinr in the direction of s),rnbolism 

"ria _.J.r"ir,.tions."
ny of the "postrealist" or "presl.rnbolist" figurative elements in theare tied to an everyday metaphorical unde"rstanding of Truth andod. Indeed, all the motifs which collectively comprise the story,splug the reader directly into the network of .,reryday _etaphors forlre domains, and we are able to see this clearly only through an analy_

;-Li:,::T::It:*:: *:,*: Ihavejust sketched. si,,.Z tr'. i,,'ug.,
ry uses in the subtext of the story play a rore in .*.yary".r"ffi-
ions of Truth and Falsehood, thl iruth/deception motif serves as aological thread rhat seamlessly ties together ali the individual .,rb;

3",:l-i":tj::::l*:t a death_in_"rfe to spiritual rebirth, dp;;t independently in each of the subtextual -otidr, ;;;il;;r#,i.d
LTfj:,tl::::I.i**r:.: lruttr ovlr far sehood. rn demonstr"l,i,f ,i,,,vill first consider several of the story,s t y r.rbt.*t, ililil;:;'rl?our familiar conceptual structures, urrd ih.r, I will zoom in on what isbly-th9 story's culminating trope, namely, the image of the narrowsack through which Ivan must pass in the final stag"e of his q";r;;;ral truth.
As I have argued elsewhere (Danaher rgg5), one of the story,s key subtex_rl motifs consists in the use oflight."i J".f. imagery. This motif is bestderstood as an elaborated form ofthe corr.eptuul ir.i.pt o. t<ltow.cSEEING, and a look at some of its main comporr.rrts will demonstrates point' First and foremost, Ivan's progress toward the truth is charac-bedby frequent reference to his and J,h.rr'vision; verbs and adverbsrected with sight, such as uidet'(to see), ,i.asno(clearly), una *n*lio(rJ"_

Yll",?:i"O 
tn the story (Danaher 1995). Mo.eorrer, it is no coincidenceone of the potential causes of t ru.rt iltrress is a stepaia kishha(Hil;;)'131"'?"" 

l; ̂ ' I ̂  ? ?-.. lj-*ess to rhe truth is, ufte, ull, r,,u,, t _ui. f r?b _m. Nor is the personification of the pain "i.',ir. f.""o*iliinirl*rr,
ylo- trope: the personified pain is consisrently described as a shin-light which both looks at Ivan and,,shines ,fr-"gh i;;;;;.u*,
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:itffi":llf-:,.iT,:Tf ilL:i:':f.'fi :i,'-1T-.,iolorica,paina,.cifTruth stabs the"eyes] (Danaher,ggg).,; "uosr&fl proverb Prauda glaza kol,:

. 
Throughout ttr. ,tory, darkness is emblemarin nf c^i-i+..^r -death- in- l i fe ; .  and dar l  .Forexampre;';;;;ff *iffi:.L.,Tyril:ff 'fl}*jg'.#;iii

bald representation of misleadin;;;il:e in the face of death. Li'i,.an ostrich' he buries his head i"'rh;;;;'urrd..frr., to draw a lcssori
ffi ;*Til;no:.':-t"g. 

l'i,'"lr (u' 1""" "'r" does during much or h i.
has norhins to clo wirh l:.1*S:l"lhunn51to other p.opi. u,rJ-,"rr,.r,has nothing to do with rrt-. witj. iJ;"H"j,:: 

o1er gelple and whicl
at Ivan's funeral in the openi"*;#;s 

eregant and plaful presencr
funerat's chief observe., rvan s -r.i."j .;,; fl#:fi:?:tlJ:[:1;:i:effectively undermined uyatr. "utu.iri.r* i*-* in schwarz,s own,ame.Schwarz's misleading plafulness *;""r;*r.a with the genuine iightwhich emanates from t*r,t p.^u.,i r.ri,"",l'a".asim. Gerasin is the on.lrcharacter in the story -rr" i"., 

".;IJ# himserf but accepts death a.ffi:iffiir'.x!:,ijfi t" harmonvwirr. ".i a proround."uri,'u,io],. H. r,';:;,:;* j:::;;;::::;r$:itiT"ff f :'1"?,";x,:i: j2i:;nr
1'',r.r,1'",,,";;;;;:;:;,',i;f :::,*::*ilir:.f ,r'.*,""i,i.'#;;"-*
mentally -a or,*i,l; ;:i: :"'"":il! -Y':n rvan resresse. 1 p.og"..,,., ,..hildhood, and ir. ,..^I;":,:^:t. l lars spirirual rebrrrh. The significance olchildhood, and iis asr 

': DvrrrLuar reDllth' l he significance o1

3,?,..J.*:x:*.."1::*..=:J'iT:#,#*1 j:::f f "*fl'l*
fr 1'FH*|HT*:ffix'ffi :h:iil,**#ffipili"Truth fistina] is accessible to .tiiar.rr'uiaersf muttrustautus/tcltul,th",t1,1..qffi ffi ;::ffi "R::,**',.,r.1';Lz am az) a aiu t aal. " s ociety gradua,y burt.r ii" .'a ;" .; 

";;;;i.1.. tuy..upon rayer of deceitfur r*i"r."J"."i.",";, - the depths of our sour is;fti:J:Iffi'"l,f"d ''.'"" ;;;i,'JJo.,^.-ning back ,o ,h,, ou,.
Note the coherence n.Y-tllli]f:f 

the dirty buildup of i.i.i1".".r.,",i"",,, ut. d .h ir d 1'., i * r.* J : i::,:rh: :,fltl:,..:,f , fi;:;,T*:H
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truths: the more developed and complex an entity becomes, the
precarious is its connection with the truth.

Besides darkness and blazing light, Ivan's existence is characterized by
plays of false light or superficial glimmer, which produce a will-ol

isp effect and delay him in his quest for spiritual truth. These false
hts are unambiguously connected with life in high society: they occur
descriptions of his marriage, his work as a judge, and his whist play-
g (Danaher rg95: zz8ff.). The false dazzle of Ivan's life in high society
reminiscent of rolstoy's later definition of false art as art which relies
external glitter and embellishment to produce an impression: "Genuine
has no need of decoration lukrasheniin],like the wife of a loving hus-

. Counterfeit lpoddel'noe] art, like a prostitute, must always be garishly
:up fizukrasltenol" (Tolstoy r9z8, 3o: r7B). Ivan eventually learns to see
gh these deceptive displays of conventional social elimmer and even

mes to understand them as indices pointing toward a deeper truth.
Light and dark imagery in the story conforms to the scheme impricit in
metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING; the imagery is rherefore bound up,
association and within the context of the narrative, with everyday con-
rtualizations of Truth and Falsehood. Ivan eventually comes to "view"
life more "clearly" by changing his way of seeing, and, for Tolstoy, ,,[a]

his journey toward truth.
That Ivan does indeed'Journey" to the truth is made explicit byTolstoy's
e of "road of life" imagery throughout the story. The images that make up

intent, although this trope also prefigures Ivan,s eventual merging with
light of truth. If one possible cause of his illness, as noted earlier, is meta-
ical "blindness" (the pain arises from his "blind gut,,), then another

purported to be his bluzhdaiushchaia pochka or "floating [literally, in Rus-
wandering] kidney" (ibid.: go), a description emblematic of Ivan's own

iations from the true path. Ivan's inability to follow a straisht line to the

ange in the way of seeing in the world is a change in the way of being
tlre world" (Gustafson ry86: 4z-43). In this sense, the light/dark motif

journey motif are all consistent with my exposition of the pATH schema
its relation to everyday metaphorical expressions for Truth and False-

His actual journey through life from young adulthood to the onset of
illness is characterized primarily by stagnation (compare the bland nar-
ion in chapter z, which describes the bulk of his life), by worldly clutter or

ial accumulations that act as obstacles to his spiritual journey (Salys
;86), and by a lack of direction. In one of the guiding tropes of the story
metaphor compressing both the light/dark and journey motifs, Ivan is

ribed as a fly circling the light of a candle (Tolstoy r9z8, z6:69): his life
ated with action going nowhere (circling, skirting) as well as with suici-
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truth is ironically captured in the name ofhis chosen p rofession, praa.aedenie,which is usually translated as'Jurisprudence" or "law,, but derives from theroots praa- (right, true) and aed_ (lead), thus loosely _.urrirrg ,;,o j."a 
"" "correct or true path.,,,u

Ivan's life journey all but ends with the intensification of his illness. Hisexternal journey is replaced by an internal, mental journ ey (krni m2ski or,literally, wayf path otthoughtsj that leads him back to the pure and ,.enright-
ened" state of childhood- Ivan's innerjourney take, plu..Lortf*nit. t. r,lying on a couch and tossing u.rd trrrriirrg, fiirt towu.d the wall and a men_tal dead end and then outward toward ir. op..r space of the room, which
:"i"*r:-*r'h progress he makes to*u.d,rnderstanding his situation. whenrvan finally nears the truth-that he rived his life wron!$ urrJ*,rri .o.r..,his mistakes-the narrrator characterizes his epiphany in terms of motion:

' /trat happened to him wa1 yhat he.used to experience in a train car when youthink you're going forward, b_ut yoy,r1 u...rully going backward, and suddenlyyou realize the real direction lnastoiashchu napmuieniel. (Ibid.: rrz)
The "true direction" is a spiritual one but is communicated by Torstoy interms-of a palpable and common real_world sensation.
^ 

tttl-*t:nost significantly, rvan's progression to spiritual rebirth isframed by Tolstoy in terms of the co^NdarHtgn schema.'n As I have al_ready mentioned, what starts out for him as an external (and thereforedeceptionarone)physicar rifejourney becomes ajourney inward toward histrue essence and backward to childhood. In his .",..rrul lif., gorr..rr.d bysocial conventions, Ivan is characterizedby limitation and superficiarity. Healways doe s everph ing " a izuutnltkrt prede'rakrr' (within .o.rrrerrtiorrul limits)(ibid': 7o) because he has been thoro,rghly rocialized. In his work as ajudge,he deals with cases "in such a form tiut it . matter was reflected on paperonly in its external features funeshnim obrazom],, (ibid.: 7z). He is careful toobserve the mere "semblance Lp,dobierof friendly human ,.lutio.r.;: 1ibid.,
.9!,.'h: key wotd podobie cailingto mind Torstoy's earrier condemnation of1* in^lligh society as merely a ,.semblanc e lpvdvbie]of life,, 1f.fri.y ,90a,t6:146) .

In fact, the externar in Ivan's life is explicitry grounded in the co'ven-tions 
lf 

high^ society: the farse ttnuhnirform. (e*tlr.ral ro.-utitrerj wiri.tcontrol his life "were determined by public Jpinion,, (Tolstoy ,g,r',' ,6,74_
75)' when Ivan is on the ,r..g. of .euliring ihe truth of a tii. tuaiy n.a,
rB' Jahn ('ggg' t7s) has also commented on Ivan n'ich's attempts to..right,,himself.tg' Jahn has detailed the Geurative motif of enclosure u.ra .orriui.r*."-r"J,rr.1','.ry'1r". iri,
;:,t:ili:i" 

1999: r73) but without discussion of its ..r",i."rrrip to metaphors for Truth and
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narrator remarks: "He groaned and threw himself about and pulled at
clothing. It seemed to him that it was suffocating ldushilafand crushing
" (ibid.: rrr). The image is graphically clear: Ivan's clothing is emblem-
of social conventions, which weigh down upon him as the true source of
illness. His clothing physically manifests the buildup on his soul which
itually suffocates him and from which he must free himself in his quest
truth.2o

It is Ivan's physical illness that creates the conditions for his spiritual
irth by removing him from the oppressive atmosphere of high society.

development in the story is consistent with Tolstoy's (r9z8, +5:$g)
I belief in the spiritually therapeutic value of sickness:

When you are healthy and try to live a good life, you can do so only with effort.
In sickness, however, all the heavinessltiazhest'l of worldly temptations is sud-
denly lightene dfoblegchaetsial, and it is suddeniy easy llegko,Iitera\ly,light] to live
rell, and it even becomes frightening to think . . . that as soon as the illness is
otcq that heaviness, in all its strength, will once again be laid upon you lnaliazhet
n tebial.

's sickness forces him to concentrate on his immediate self bv render-
the comforting, distracting rituals of everyday life intolerable. He is

lled to listen to the "voice of his soul" (Tolstoy rgz8, z6: ro6 -) and
rtake a journey inward.

The dominant figure depicting Ivan's dramatic progression in his jour-
from death-by-social-convention to true life is the image of the black
. As his pain increases and he nears physical death, Ivan imagines that:

he was being thrust into a narrow black sack fuzhii cherqti meshok], a deep sack,
rr'hich he was continually being thrust into but not all the way through. . . .
And he both feared and wanted to fall through, both struggled and helped.
(Ibid.:  ro5)

ambivalence toward the sack is repeated again as his death approaches,
we learn that what prevents him from falling easily into the sack is the
conviction that he led a sood life:

He felt that his agony was due to his being thrust into that black hole and still
more to his not being able to get right into it. He was hindered from getting inro

In an rBBT letter to the French author Romain Rolland, Tolstoy equates the hood of
, a conventional article of travel clothine, with comfortable superstitions about life

ich we are taught to believe, without question, in the process ofenculturation: "In order
see clear\ liasno] the path which we should follow, we must begin lrom the beginning
rrmoving the hood of the cloak lkapiushon) which may keep me warm, but which covers

my eyes" (Tolstoy 1912: no. 3g). Social conventions, which Tolstoy metaphorizes
as fashion, prevent us from achieving a correct spiritual and moral orientation.
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it by his conviction that his life had been a good one. That very justification of
his life held him fast and prevented his moving forward, and it caused him the
most torment of all. (Ibid.: rre)

clinging to the self-deception that his life was lived properly, Ivan is stuck
fast in the blackness of the sack, stalled on his inward journey.

At this very moment Ivan looks further inside the sack and sees a light at
its deepest point: "suddenly some force struck him in the chest and side, he
had still more difficulty breathing, and he fell through the hole and there,
at the bottom, something was shining fzasuetilos' chti-t,1" (ibid.). The next
sentence in the story contains the train image by which it is made clear
that Ivan's "true direction" is toward the light deep at the bottom of the
black sack.

what is remarkable about the image of the black sack, and no doubt the
source of its haunting power, is Tolstoy's natural compression of the meta-
phor KNO\MNG IS SEEING and the PATH and CONTAINER schernas
into a single coherent trope. All the elements composing the image, from
the external darkness of the sack (Ivan's false life that suffocates him) and
the blazing light deep in its core (inner truth) to the journey inward from the
former to latteq evoke not only everyday metaphorical conceptualizations
of Truth and Falsehood, but also the basic human affective experiences
which underlie these conceptualizations. The black sack is the culminating
image of the story because it brings together in one forceful trope the three
central frames upon which the story is constructed and which themselves
separately map out lvan's spiritual (subtextual)journey: light/dark imagery
(KNO!\,1NG IS SEEING), the "road of life" motif (the PATH schema),
and CONTAINER imagery.

_ The action that pushes Ivan through the sack and down into the right
deep at its core and which thereby brings his spiritualjourney to its logical
end is also described in these same terms:

It was at the end of the third day, an hour before his death. At that very moment
his schoolboy son quietly crept up to him and approached his bed. The dying
man was still screaming desperately and throwing his arms about. His hand fell
onto his son's head. The schoolboy seized his father's hand, pressed it to his lips,
and began to cry.

At that very moment Ivan Il'ich fell through, saw the light [saat]; it was re-
vealedfotkr2los', literally, opened] to him that his life had not been what it should
have been, but that there was still time to set things ri ghtfpopraait',with the root
prav- {right, true}1. (Ibid.)

The act that sparks lvan's revelation is "wordless, with a focus on sponta-
neous action, direct and unmediated human communication. not conscious
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imitative behavior according to social dictate" (Gutsche 1986: B3). It is a
, simple gesture of compassion that penetrates the lifelong buildup

'decent" and "decorous" incrustations which alienated Ivan from his
iiy and friends and ultimately from consciousness of his own humanity.

is fundamentally opposed to deceit in that it is simple, natural, sponta-
nonverbal, unambiguous, and triggered by a still innocent child. It

imultaneously a metaphorical and literal "touching" of the truth. A pro-
ically powerful action, it serves as a token of how Ivan should have led

own life.
His son's touch triggers his fall into the light, which is the same thing
his realization that his life was wrong. In this fall, Ivan's metaphorical

ney reaches its logical fulfillment. He has regressed from conventional
thood to a spiritual womb, and he is reborn in a merging with inner

His last revelation is described explicitly in CONTAINER imagery:

And suddenly it grew clear fiasno] to Ivan that what had been oppressing hrm
and would not leave him was all dropping away at once from two sides, from ten
sides, and from all sides. He was sorry for them, he must act so as not to hurt
them, to release fosuobodit') them and himself from these sufferings. (Tolstoy
rgz8,  z6 : r r3 )

Ivan falls, he simultaneously frees himself from the weighty buildup of
false life in high societyi he sloughs off the black sack and is reborn,

ix-lii<e, in a dramatic merging with the light."

Conclusion
'The Death of Ivan Il'ich," Tolstoy makes use of the conceptual struc-

underlying everyday metaphors for Truth and Falsehood both on the
of the individual motifs in the story's subtext and in the final culmi-

ing image of the black sack. In the individual motifs, he both elaborates
y metaphors for these domains and extends them to new domains.

motif independently diagrams Ivan's spiritual journey, but they are
at the same time coherent with each other, since each is erounded in the

of everyday metaphors for Truth and Falsehood. In the image of
sack, Tolstoy binds together three conceptual structures in one powerful

revealing their coherence in the final, climatic moments of the story.
It has become generally understood that Tolstoy, in Rimr,ydas Silba-
is's (rg9o: 165) words, uses language in a particular way to convey "be-

In an eariier chapter, Ivan is described in iighdy ironic terms as "le ph6nix de Ia famille ,"
that also prefigures his fiery resurrection. For a discussion ofthe double-edged nature

foreign phrases in the story see Salys 1986
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yond the words, yet through their mediation, the way a rnetaphor does-" He
began to use this style of writing more systematically after Anna Karenina,
although scholars have remarked on the "poetic concreteness of his use of
language" (Jackson r9g3: 58) even in earlier works." As Mandelker (1993:
r43) has written about the later period in Tolstoy's writing: "Tolstoy's rejec-
tion of realism involved the denigration of the verisimilitudinous applica-
tion ofdetail in favor ofan exploitation ofuniversallycomprehensible meta-
phors and symbols."

In this study I have argued that Tolstoy exploits the metaphorical poten-
tial of language in "The Death of Ivan Il'ich" in a more intricate way than
previously thought. \{hile the metaphoricity of the subtextual motifs had
been noted by other scholars, the fact that all the motifs represent everyday
modes for conceptu alizingTruth and Falsehood- that, taken collectively,
the subtexts evoke one overarching theme -has not been appreciated, and
the mechanics of how this representation is made possible have not been
described. In demonstrating this, it was necessary to rely on a frarnework
for understanding metaphor that profiles its conceptual grounding and that
provides a researcher with a well-defined set of tools and methodology for
investigating the cognitive affinities arnong diverse metaphorical expres-
sions for one and the same domain. A conceptual approach to metaphor has
thus proved useful in contributing to our understanding ofthe "literariness"
of the story.

A final note about the relationship between metaphorical imagery in
Tolstoy's later polemical writing and in "Ivan Il'ich." It is clear that meta-
phorical imagery is used systematically in both the former and the latter.
In his polemical writing, however, the images tend to be used in relative
isolation from one another: they represent "one-shot" metaphors that are
not linked systematically by Tolstoy with other metaphorical language in
the given text. In "Ivan Il'ich," the images are coherently blended and their
conceptual power thereby increased. This reminds us that Tolstoy (1978:
2g7) once defined the literary critic's task as one of"directfing] the reader
through the endless labyrinth of linkages llabirint stwpleniil which is the
essence of art."

ee. In this citation, Jackson is referring to War and Peace, written a decade beforc Anna
Karenina.
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